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From The Tiller

Our club is in full swing
with all divisions busy.

Sailing conditions have been
great, if I remember correctly
somewhat better than this time
last year.

The training divisions of Blue
and Red are in full swing with a
new intake of Blueys enjoying
sailing for the first time. It’s

wonderful to see the smiling faces in the Nippas and
Pacers as they return to the club after a morning on the
Pittwater. I would like to thank Peter Gale for his com-
mitment and enthusiasm in Blue Division. Peters makes
all aspects of sailing fun, his briefing and debriefing 
format very informative and entertaining for juniors
and adults alike. We recently held an information
evening at the club for the Blue/Red division parents
with all aspects of Sunday training outlined from how
to man the registration desk to allocating boats and the
flag sequences on the start boat. A very worthwhile
evening thanks to the centreboard committee especially
Andrew Kendall and Dugald Russell. Our Red division
which is made up of MJ, Spiral and F11 sailors have
been improving their racing skills with assistance of
Allan Carney as coach. The confidence and ability of
this group has blossomed with nine of our MJ’s taking
part in Round 1 of their State Titles at Woollahra SC.
Penny Kendall and Jessica Russell, James Dargaville
and Michael Koener, William Dargaville and Jack
Nairn, Anna Kendall and Taylor Deer, Zac Duryea and
Harvey Armstrong, Gemma Rasdall and Laura
Witchard, Maddison Deer and Holy Watson, Harry Bate
and Tom Koener represented our club. All recorded
PB’s, with James and Michael placing 4th and 6th,
Penny and Jessica placing 12th and William and Jack
placing 3rd in the Novice Division. Well done to all
sailors and mums and dads for a great effort.

Avalon was host club for the F11 Association holiday
training program. Fifteen F11’s from ASC, RPA and
BYRA spent three days training under the guidance of
Steve McConaghy. Conditions varied from light and
shifty to strong to unsailable on the last day. Steve’s
written assessment of each sailors progress has high-
lighted strengths and weaknesses of each and given
them something to build on during the season. There
will be further association training in December based
at Vaucluse SC for those that want to train on the 
harbour where the National Championships will be
held in January. Our F11’s have started a Friday after-
noon training program with Murray Walters coaching,
the benefits of regular training are enormous and we
thank Murray for his time and expertise.

This term the Puffin Pacers are being used by
Barrenjoey High each Wednesday for teams race train-
ing. Peter Gale has done a great job in preparing the
boats for this and Sundays programs and Michael Lee
has given us three covers made from fabric donated by
Simon Gatliffe of Sunbrella. Please continue to support
the fully tax deductible Puffin Pacer Fund and thanks to
those who have supported it to date.

Recently we enjoyed the company of members of the
Small Yacht Cruising Club at a dinner held to encourage
links between our clubs. Great food and music was
enjoyed and through conversation with our guests we
discovered that there is a strong desire to partake in
combined cruising events and surprisingly the 
occasional race. We are keen to encourage this to the
benefit of all cruising and racing yachties alike. So when
you see new faces on the start line of a family day race
and later back at the BBQ please give them a warm 
welcome.

The next big event for the club is the annual sailing
camp on November 13, 14 and 20 and 21. We have 40
children signed up and plans are well under way for
best camp ever thanks to this years coordinators Rob
and Sue Wall and Peter and Michelle Gale and all those
members who have come forward to support this big
event. If you would like to help please call Peter on 9918
3627 or Rob on 9918 5940.

Lastly the Christmas Party on the 27th November is 
filling fast so as numbers are limited get your money in
to secure your place, it will be a night of good food,
great company and lively music. We hope to see you all
there.

See you on the water,

Peter Kidner
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Christmas Party
Raffle

Please donate to the 
Christmas Party raffle

All items large or small are welcome

Just place your donation in the 
basket at the Clubhouse
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Getting to Know Your Committee
Ian Craig: Hon Secretary

My Life Since School 
• Sydney University, 1966-1970
B.Arch (Hons)
• To Celia Ridgeway, 29.1.71 
• To UK, Japan, Hong Kong, Peru,
Tahiti – not for extended periods.
(Celia worked for Cathay Pacific).
Bought old house at Turramurra.
Still there.  Still renovating.

• Matthew b 1975, Megan b 1976.  Both have also reproduced.
Matthew: Grace b 1999 and Ruby b 2001; Megan: Isabella b
2000.  All beauties.
•  Promising career at EC Rose to 2IC to Chief Architect.
• In 1987 – seen enough power stations.
• Private practice with Charles Glanville, a uni friend.
• Despite name, not good at cricket or any game involving
ball and/or stick.  Thank God for sailing.
• Occasional involvement during upbringing suggested that
sailing may be a Good Thing.  Circumstances and footnotes
above preclude active pursuit until 1980.
•  Started off with ugly ducklings – Fairlight Gull, then
Pacific 747. Trips on Pt Stephens, weekends up the river.
12. Joined ASC 1984.  Matthew and Megan in a timber MJ
(No. 1996 – Bandit, aka Lane Cove Toy Library aka Woody).  •
Sold Pacific 747 to join children in centreboard fleet, in a
Laser. Plumbed depths of ignorance.
• Hon Sec of ASC 1985.  Further depths of ignorance.
•  Matthew progressed to MJ No. 2557 Wind to Win, with
James Slattery as crew.  Megan took up cricket, swimming,
netball, baseball…..
• Degenerated to a Solo – first Glory B, then River Rat.
• Matthew grew into a Spiral (Club Champion 1992).  Megan
made a comeback – also via Spiral.  Two wonderful seasons –
three Craigs racing, and Celia on start boat.
• Empty nesters (Matthew Lismore, Megan Bolivia).  Solo
fleet sunk. Sob. Judicial adventurism to the rescue. Now in
my 11th season on Etchells 123 – Koolong, forward hand.
• Member of HHBC trust – sole asset Northshore 27 Laura
(aka Hudo’s boat).
• Occasional forays into Whitsunday and coastal cruising
during the above period, always in O.P.B.
• Celia and I privileged to be elevated to the Peerage (Life
Membership 2003).  Still gobsmacked.

Helen Cornish Bayer: 
Event Manager

My first experience of sailing was
on a sixty footer on Sydney har-
bour...a day on the charter boat
from hell. On board at 7.30am, the
first tinnies were cracked soon
after. As we sailed towards the
Harbour Bridge the boat on its side
and me too but actually vertical,

standing up supported by the lifelines. The sails were flap-
ping into the water and making a terrible noise. Eskies, hats
and all sorts of paraphanalia all landing in the water...I was
crying and quite petrified. I didn’t sail for many years after
that. Married Claus, bought a boat, East Coats 31 Scaramouch,

joined Avalon Sailing Club and started to learn how to sail. We
were two green sailors who made lots of mistakes and I shed
many tears. Decided that racing g was not for me. Cruising is
right up my alley but I just don’t have enough time. I remem-
ber one time we went and spent a week at the Basin...one of
the best times I have spent on the boat.
I’ve met some great people at the Club and thought I would be
an OK “land sailor”. Joined the committee this year to look
after the social events and was promptly given the grand title
“Event Manager”. It’s nice to be able to 
contribute a little to what everyone does at the Cub

Stuart Walker:
Cruising Coordinator

I have had a boat in my life since I
was five. I haven’t looked back
since my first sail in a friend’s
Cadet, which saw the boat upside
down, with its mast stuck in the
mud of an east coast of England
estuary with the tide going out.

The rescue boat crew were very unimpressed to find two small,
wet and cold boys sitting on the upturned hull, with the mast
stuck deep in the mud and getting more stuck by the minute. 
I owned a Heron which I sailed on an ornamental lake belong-
ing to the Duke of Bedford, for 8 years until I discovered girls.
Somewhere there is a photo of me in shorts, breaking the ice on
the lake so I could go for a sail. In summer we drifted from one
patch of weeds to another, pulling up the centre board to clear
them away. You can see why I moved to Avalon… I was never
much good at racing, but fell in love with messing about in
boats, and cruising in particular.
In my teens and early twenties, I cruised the Thames, on a 
variety of boats, ending up with my 17-foot pocket cruiser
Seagoon, which boasted full sitting headroom down below, as
long as the hatch was open. After a couple of years in upper
New York State (catamarans and windsurfers and a pop top
trailer sailer on Lake Erie), I arrived in Australia in 1979, where
my first purchase was a Hobie 14. The next boat was a
Seawind 24 cat, very fast, get very wet, and sleep in a coffin
sized hull. I progressed to a J24, which my young family and I
cruised the coast, followed by an M26 Folkboat ( beginnings of
luxury, and more distant coastal cruises), a Swanson 28 (a great
boat!) and now my beloved Fisher 32, Tara III.
Tara had a 3 month cruise to Queensland in 2000, ducking into
all the little harbours up the NSW coast. She now spends her
time up the creek, or on shorter coastal cruises, but
Queensland beckons again.
I have spent a few holidays cruising the French canals, and
hope to return for another holiday to the Canal du Midi, which
is a spectacular waterway in the most beautiful countryside. A
dream is to complete the 5000 mile "great circle route" through
the rivers of Europe: Seine to Soane to Rhone, into the Med
then to the Dardanelles, and through the Bosphorus into the
Black Sea and then Danube to Main to Rhine to Seine. A good
project for eventual retirement.
When not on Tara, Ilike bushwalking, anything Italian (art,
architecture, countryside, villages, food, coffee, film, opera and
the rest), photography and playing opera very loud. I also try
to manage a law firm. This has been compared to herding cats,
but it does help to keep the cruising kitty topped up.



Guess Who...Don’t Sue
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Our excellent correspondent, Norm Field is away
this month and unable to give us his tall tales

and doubtful  ditties so I thought I would dedicate
this months “Guess Who Don’t Sue” to Norm and
Wendy. You will note that Young Generation is 
featured on the front page so they shouldn’t be too
mad at me.

At first glance it was going to be difficult to come
up with any  number of terrible tales featuring the
Field’s...you know I  would never lie Norm. But then I
found references in my library of early Newsletters.

February 1994...When Wendy came second in the
Ladies Race at RPA who said “What a

woman...move over Bronwyn Bishop”.

Who was the Club treasurer who created a sur-
plus of $9,202 and a lifetime interest in the

Clubs sewage system...move over Peter Costello.

Who turned the bangers into square rigged sail
boats at the 1995 Christmas on deck BBQ...is

there no end to your talent Wendy?

Who said her aim was “to get Araldite off the
tiller and into Adventureland so she can try

Fantasyland”....and what does that all  mean? 

Who said @#@!$**%$#@# the YA at a recent
committee meeting...and I thought he was an

eminent person.

Welcome
To the following new members

Dane Anderson, Toni Fear 
and Jacqueline Green

Reprinted
from ASC
Newsletter 
dated 1896

sorry,
meant 1996

Our very own 
Recipe Book

Coming to a Store Near You

Please give us your input

Send your favourite recipe to
Elizabeth Kidner or place your

contribution in the box provided
at the Clubhouse 

(on the sign on table)

Each entry will be allocated a
number which will go into a draw
for a prize, attach your name to

your recipe

Thanks for your assistance
Email <pkbuild@tpg.com.au>

Check out this months recipe
from David Lyall on page 7
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If only it had been low tide….
A Tale of Woe

In last month’s Guess who don’t sue, Norm gave a
more than generous account of Dartagnon’s 

misadventures.  This month in gory detail is the truth
the whole truth and nothing but the truth!!

You know how that list of pre-season chores always
seems to get longer, and in our busy schedules it seems
ever harder to find the chunks of time to get down to
the boat and seriously attack the list…well I had it all
worked out, or so I thought. The plan for that Saturday
in September, and what actually happened went some-
thing like this………….

An early start, down to the boat by 8.30 for a full day’s
work.. 
Friday evening…"Dad, I’ve been asked to David’s house
for Saturday and to stay the night." 
"That’s good, I’ll drop you on the way down to the
boat."
"Dad, David has moved to
Thornleigh and his parents don’t
want me there until 10 o’clock at
the earliest."

My suggestion of public transport
wasn’t well received.  Start time
revised to 11am.

Work late and Jennie would get a lift to the club with
the Knights for the Committee dinner…..

Saturday morning…"Hi Geoff this is Cher.  It’s such a
nice day that John and I have decided to go down to the
boat for the afternoon. Maybe the Trembaths could give
Jennie a lift down."

"Hi Ross……..Oh, OK, no worries, we’ll sort it out. See
you at the dinner."
The late finish was revised to an earlier finish to allow
time to get home, pick up Jennie and return in time for
the dinner.

The list….

Finally got to the boat at midday, fresh souwester 
blowing and way too choppy for my delicate tummy to
be working below decks on the mooring, so motored to
the shelter of Towler’s Bay and got into action……..new
VHF radio installed and working, new CD player
installed and working,  VHF aerial fitted but out of time
to finish the wiring and time to get going.  Quick call to

Jennie to reassure her I’d be home at the scheduled
time and headed back to the mooring.

The Bright Idea…

High tide….I can pull into the jetty, unload tools and
old sails and save a trip in the dinghy.  Wind from the
west, 10 knots and choppy.

The Mistake(s)….
Easy, easy, slowly up to the jetty.  One sail bag off,
steady, steady,  #@&*!!…the wind turned the bow in
towards the deck and before I can develop any reverse
thrust from that fast folding prop, I had to cut the
engine for fear of fouling the tethering lines for
Flotsam and Jetsam.  Peter Gale was on the deck using
the last of the daylight to work on the Puffins (thank
goodness) and saved me from destroying the bow and

a section of the
rigging deck and
helped secure the
boat…parallel to
the jetty – not a
good place to
park.  Down to
the jocks and over

the side, knife in hand to cut Glenn’s tethering lines
which had conveniently wrapped themselves around
the keel and the rudder. Another rope was tangled
around the outboard on the dinghy, so jumped into the
dinghy, reached over the transom and timed this
impeccably with a large wash or chop. Green water
over the stern in large quantities and dingy and out-
board heading rapidly to the bottom.  Grabbed the
painter and tied it to the jetty just in case I survived
this ordeal and never wanted to go sailing again.

It was just about this time that the advance party
arrived to prepare for the dinner, amongst them a
rather incredulous Ross T, not sure whether to laugh or
…. "Geoff, what on earth are you doing, …look at the
blood on your foot, are you OK, can I help?"

Ross helped raise the dinghy and suggested some dry
warm clothes might be in order as that fine muscly 
figure of mine was now a shade of blue.  All sorted,
engine started, full astern with a shove from Ross and
Peter and I was finally on my way back to the 
mooring.

Go to Page 7

Please send your tale of woe to Jibsheet. We all 
know what a great leveller sailing can be
...don’t be shy, share your pain with us. 

This month Geoff Fogarty tells us his side of last
months Guess Who topic
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The Christmas Dinner
Book early, places are limited

Saturday 27th of November at the Clubhouse
Music • Fantastic Food • Great Prizes • Wonderful Location

$50 per Head

Join the fun by coming with a Christmas theme

Great prizes for the ladies

Send cheque payable to “Avalon Sailing Club” to Helen Cornish-Bayer
13 Brindisi Place Clareville, NSW  2107     Phone: 9918 3712       eventmanager@avalonsailingclub.com.au

Here is my cheque for $..............................

Name...................................................................... Phone:...........................................

AVALON SAILING CLUB CREDIT CARD AUTHORITY

Please debit my:

Bankcardo Visao Mastercardo Expiry oooo
Card Number

oooooooooooooooo
please reserve................. places for me
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Our very own Recipe Book coming to a store near you
...what a great idea

Recipe of the Month
David Lyall sent in this winner

Pancakes For the Crew on a Cold Watch

Thank you to those who have contributed to the recipe book. We look forward to receiving a family favourite from everyone 
Please send your favourite recipes to Elizabeth Kidner or place in the box provided at the club situated on the 

sign-on table. All suggestions gratefully received.   Each entry will be allocated a number which 
will go into a draw for a prize; attach your name to your recipe.      

Thanks for your assistance. Email <pkbuild@tpg.com.au> Fax – 9918 4479

Ingredients

1 Cup self -raising flour
1 Egg
Half a pinch of salt
Slurp of soda water

Equipment

Beater
Bowl
Ice cube tray
Ice cream container
Frying pan or metho stove 
baking dish

Method

AT HOME
Place milk in the bowl and add flower, egg and salt
Mix to creamy smooth
Ladle mix into ice cube tray and freeze

ONBOARD
When required place two cubes into a greased pan - the cubes will
melt to about a saucer size

Turn when bubbles appear or top is set

Serve with butter sugar and rum
A sure fire winner for the crew on deck on the cold wet night
watches. Who said the cook was a....!

Back in the clubhouse Celia had worked out a way for
Jennie to get a lift to the dinner, and managed to avoid
spilling the beans about my fine performance at the end
of the jetty. A warm shower, and caring first aid from
Elizabeth and I was ready for a strong drink and an
evening of humility!!  

Thanks to all those who helped me out.  And yes… the
outboard survived its swim and no…. I haven’t yet 
finished all the chores yet.

The moral…….don’t bite off more than you can chew
and…if only it had been low tide.

Geoff Fogarty

Letter to the Editor
I am enjoying reading the biographies of our 

eminent sailing types. Sorry to hear that Presto
will be sailing faster this season, however, it has
been one of the few boats that I could aspire to

get a glimpse of towards the end of a race, 
albeit a distant view of it’s stern.

Talking of stern views, I can recommend the 
stern view of Greensleeves, especially as it 

crosses the finish line. I suggest other skippers
might like to hang around to experience this fine
sight. (It doesn’t look as good if you’ve already

crossed the line). As a by-product of this 
I’d be able to admire what must 
be some fine views of your bows.

Bob Batchelor

If it had only 
been low tide

Continued
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Cruising Musing
Anchoring: A cruising perspective

They say that everything about boats is a compro-
mise, and this is certainly the case with anchoring.

Cruisers want to be able to sleep at night knowing that
they will be in the same place when they wake up.
They are often prepared to put up with a lot of expense
and weight forward to achieve this. Racers want to
keep weight low, press on through the night, and have
plenty of crew to stand anchor watch if needed.

This is how I choose to do it, given that I often cruise
single handed, and that Tara is set up as a go anywhere
boat. And that she is an unashamedly slow, heavy 
displacement motor sailer

1. How big? Well size really does matter, and a good
rule of thumb from the Dashews’ Cruising
Encyclopedia is to ask the manufacturer what size of
anchor they recommend for your boat, and then multi-
ply by 3. I was told a 10 Kg Delta is recommended for
Tara for conditions of up to 40 Knots. I went for a 25Kg
anchor, and have often thought I would prefer a 30Kg.
Having said that, I have only once moved at all. That
was on Lake Macquarie in 35 knots gusting to 50, and
Tara moved about 30 metres over an 8 hour period.
This was due to the slow ploughing through the mud
that all anchors do when pressed beyond their holding
power. The bottom was not ideal, and given my new
anchoring protocol, described below, I would now
move on to somewhere better.

Another advantage of a big anchor is that you can use it
almost as a mud weight in perfect conditions, when
you will not be leaving the boat or sleeping. For exam-
ple just to have lunch. Under these circumstances I
might only veer 3 times the depth, and not set the
anchor, as described below.

2. Chain or rope? Chain wins on everything except
weight. Chain gives great catenary action, puts a lot of
extra weight down on the bottom, and does not chafe. I
have 70 metres of 8 mm short link chain. When I refit I
will go to 100 metres of 10 mm.

Some books recommend half chain and half nylon for
extreme conditions, and scope of 10 times the depth. I
could do this with what’s on board, but hope not to!

3. Type of anchor? In mud and sand I really like the
Delta. Obviously the genuine CQR has a great reputa-
tion. I also have a 20 KG Bruce, which I use as a back
up, and which has served me well as a primary anchor
on a previous boat (Swanson 28). And I have a Fortress
rigged and ready to go as a kedge, with 20 metres of

chain and 100 metres of nylon. I applied the 3 times fac-
tor to the size of Fortress as well.

4. Anchoring procedure? I veer 5 times the depth at
high water, adding the 1.5 metres from the water to the
stem head. So if I have 3 metres under the keel on the
sounder, I add 1.5 metres for my draft, up to another 2
metres for the tide, and 1.5 metres from the water to the
stem head (8 metres total in this case). I then multiply
by 5 and veer the result (40 metres in this case). I then
add a further 5 metres of nylon, with a hook around a
chain link, and the line taken back around a VERY
strong cleat. I veer another 10 metres of chain so that the
load is on the nylon even if it stretches to double its
length. This acts as a snubber, and stops the grumbling
sounds coming up the chain and echoing around the
hull at night! To set the anchor I go gently astern until
the chain is taut, and then slowly increase the revs until
I am applying full power astern. I take some transit
marks ashore and set anchor watch on the GPS. If we sit
in one place for a minute of full power, I am content. If
not, we up anchor and try again. Then I know I can
sleep peacefully.

What if it really blows? I have never had to do it in
earnest, but my plan is to shackle the Bruce and 20
metres of chain onto the Delta, and lay them in tandem.
If I wanted to get really fancy, I could then lay out the
Fortress as well to moor as they show in all the books.
Or I could use the nylon from the Fortress on the end of
the chain to give me huge scope and stretch. I just hope
I never see that sort of weather!

Now, one consequence of all of this gear is that you
need a really good electric anchor windlass, a good
anchor handling platform or fitting extending well
beyond the bows, and a good big chain locker. The need
for the winch is obvious. Without it there is every risk of
not veering enough chain, or staying in a marginal
anchorage when good seamanship demands s that you
move. And my back has to last a long time yet.

The stem head fitting is important because you have a
big hook to support, it must allow the anchor to self
launch, and it must be far enough away from the top-
sides that the anchor does not ding them when it 
comes up.

A big deep anchor locker is essential to avoid snags in
the chain which will always happen at the worst
moment!

Go to Page 10
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Following up on the information supplied by Anne
Roughley in the August edition of Jibsheet we

share with you this unique invention which will help 
overcome on board discharge problems. 

The “Speedy Loo” (patent pending) is designed to
allow fast passage to ocean waters where discharge
is permissible. Imagine for example, you are on the
Club mooring at the Basin and have a certain need.
You do have choices.

1. You can row ashore, pay the landing fee and use
the facilities provided.

2. You can leave the mooring and put out to sea to
open waters where discharge is permissible...this will
take time and you know that when you get back the
ASC mooring will be hosting a large stink boat.

3. You can go home and immediately call your friendly
yacht broker and put your boat on the market.

4. You could launch your “Speedy Loo”.

Introducing Speedy Loo
Fitted with the latest marine plumbing and water-
proof toilet paper. “Speedy Loo’s” 120HP outboard
will carry you to open waters and back in no time at

all, meaning that your yacht can retain it’s spot on
the ASC mooring. “Speedy Loo” comes standard with
a safety harness and has a soft plastic seat to
absorb impact in choppy seas while the lid provides a
firm backrest. A venturi can be fitted to provide
the added luxury of a bidet. A side benefit is that
at it’s cruising speed of 20knots foul odours are
quickly gone and toilet cleaners are unnecessary. 
A powerboat license is required, Maritime Authority
approval pending. 

On a more serious note
We all want to protect the environment that we enjoy so
much and yachties must play their par.  We urge members
to visit the NSW Maritime Authority website at
http://www.maritime.nsw.gov.au/
where you will find the regulations set out in detail. Of
particular interest is the FAQ page.  A  part of that FAQ
is reproduced below.

“4. What are the 'no discharge zones', and where 
are they located? ‘No discharge zones' are areas where
the discharge of treated sewage is prohibited. 'No 
discharge zones' include all inland waterways, intermit-
tently opening lagoons, Aquatic Reserves and Marine Parks,
and all waters within 500 metres of aquaculture, bathing,
mooring and anchoring areas, persons in the water,
beaches and marinas.

6. Who is affected by the new measures?
Both commercial and recreational vessels 

11. I am a recreational boater and have a Lectra San
unit on board - can I still use it?
Yes, but only outside of 'no discharge zones'

13. What penalties apply for breaches of the new
Regulations? On-the-spot infringement notices of $750 to
an individual, or $1500 to a corporation, apply for minor
breaches of the regulations. For matters resulting in court
action, penalties of up to $250,000 (individual) and $1M
(corporation) may apply.

15. But wouldn't it be necessary for an 
officer to actually witness an offence taking place
before any action could be taken?
Not necessarily. The Authority's officers have a range of
powers to help them investigate, prosecute and prevent
pollution offences. For example, they can inspect a vessel,
take water samples, ask questions and remove records.
Officers can also issue 'Prevention Notices' where they
find that a vessel has inadequate means to prevent pollu-
tion” from occurring in the future.

Get out of the poo with Speedy Loo

Standard fittings
Built in flotation
Safety harness

Toilet roll dispenser
Choice of seat colours

Club pennant mast 
(doubles for carrying extra toilet paper)

Davitt points

Options
GPS

Autohelm
Wind instruments



Off to Hobart Again
Ross Leads an ASC Crew to Hobart

Five ASC members will be racing to
Hobart this year. Led by  veteran Ross

Trembath, they will join other crew 
members aboard Sydney 38 Hidden Agenda.
The ASC contingent comprises of, Ross
Trembath, Ritchie Venn, Marty Trembath,
Rob Curtis and Geoff Sherman and will make
up a crew of nine.

This will be Ross's 10th Hobart and is 
shaping up to be one of the most enjoyable.
Recently they all completed their First Aid 
and those that are heading south for the
first time the sea safety survival course at
the Qantas Jet base beckons.
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Anchoring 
A cruising perspective continued

And of course you need a really strong cleat, with lots
of reinforcing to take the loads into the hull. It would
be really silly to back up at full power only to find
your forward deck ripping out.

And then there is the mud. If you have 30 of metres of
chain lying in Hawkesbury mud, leaving in the morn-
ing is going to be very messy indeed. I use a powerful
deck wash system, and blast each link of chain as it
comes up (another good reason for having the stem
head fitting well forward of the bow). Once you get
mud in the chain locker, rust is not far behind. 

I always prefer to anchor rather than pick up a moor-
ing (other than the ASC ones!). You never really know
what is down there with a mooring, or whether some-
one has just rafted up 8 powerboats in a blow and
strained all the gear. And you are usually in a pretty
busy place. Anchoring means I can sleep easy, and be
away from the crowd.

And with the right gear it is very satisfying. I have
always fixed up the ground tackle as the first job on
buying a new boat, and have been pleased I did. One
lesson learned, however was that 50 metres of chain
and a big hook really upset the balance of a fine
bowed boat like a Folkboat, and result in a lot more
water coming aboard. It’s always a compromise.

Stuart Walker

The picture shows Ross, Ritchie and Rob
racing to Mooloolaba earlier this year
aboard Hidden Agenda and one of their
famous kite peels.

Ross Trembath
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When you next climb aboard our response
boat, Bosun, save a thought for the ASC

member she was named after. It was back in the
mid eighties when Ron Parker carried this small
Labrador puppy called Bosun down on the the
deck and threw him over the side...that was
Bosuns first introduction to Pittwater, he loved
the water from that day on.

Bosun sadly died a few weeks ago.

Ever present as a crew member on Ron’s Dragon
Sama and invariably at the front of the fleet
Bosun was a natural on the water despite the fact
that he would “...sometimes get tangled up in the
mainsheet and I’ve got to throw him down below,
where he gives me dirty looks” said Ron. He was
“...somewhat of an institution at Avalon Sailing
Club” and “...won quite a few hearts at the 
Club where he runs around and keeps the kids
entertained...”.

On Sunday 27th of October 1996 Bosun achieved
recognition for his services to the Club and at a 
ceremony hosted by then Commodore Helen
Carlson was named as “Top Dog” and “Sailor of
the Year”. He then
proudly gave his
name to the new
rescue boat. “In
front of an admiring
crowd he stood
stiffly to 
attention as his 
master, ‘Captain’ Ron
Parker poured the
holy water over the
bow”. Bosun was
then given the
“Roger Award” 
(a meat pie which
was itself an institu-
tion at the time).

BOSUN
So good they named a boat after him

Ron and Evelyn along with Bosun retired to
Gosford a few years ago and the team, Bosun 
and Ron continued to race Sama with Gosford
Sailing Club. 

The last word goes to Ron:

“He had also won many hearts up here in 
Gosford accompanying me on twilight 
races, hanging his head over the side 
sniffing out the breeze.
He began his sailing career when only a 
few weeks old and finished only a couple 
of weeks ago, so you can see he really was
truly an ‘Old Sea Dog’
He has left a big hole in our hearts and 
lives, but we are grateful for the great 
times we had together and I know that if 
dogs have a heaven old Bo has a wonderful
home”.

Ron and Evelyn Parker

Ho Hum, another race
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Let me draw your attention to the ASC website where changes are under way. You will note the new design
which is an attempt to make the site more modern, cleaner to look at and more efficient to navigate.

These changes follow an “observation” from a prospective member who said he did not find the site helpful
enough. He wanted to know what the Club did, what yachts we owned, what classes of centreboards we raced
etc. So I went away and quietly had a look at the old site concluding that he had a point. The changes cur-
rent are stage one in that process. Go to the site now and you will see that there is more detail in most of
these areas. The yacht register is now in place and links to photos of yachts are being inserted...if you have
a favourite photo of your yacht please send it to me and it will go on the site.The centreboard division will
have a page similar to Yacht Racing and Yacht Cruising in due course and there is no reason why there cannot
be a Centreboard Register with photos. Check out the “links” page too where you will find changes have been
made.

Avalon Sailing Club were one of the first to have a website. Originally built by Ken Ray, it did not have 
its own domain name, but none the less broke new ground and proved the model for what has become
www.avalonsailingclub.com.au Our website is very popular not only with the members but also provokes
enquiries from all over the world. More importantly we have a high ranking on major search engines such as
Google. So use the site, make it your home page and let me know what improvements you would like to see. 

Mike Maher


